The TPL Lead process accepts input files from external entities such as state agencies and health plans. The records are processed and if they pass edits they are updated as a pended TPL record to be referred for validation. However, there are always some records that don’t post due to data issues (i.e. missing required fields, unable to find member, etc). Historically, the records accepted and rejected have been placed on a report for internal use only. Resulting in, the submitting entity not receiving any notice as to which submitted records are accepted and which are rejected.

AHCCCS has been working on a new report which will provide details as to the records accepted for processing and those that were rejected and why. The layout for this new report, which will be posted as applicable to the SFTP server for each submitting entity, is attached and AHCCCS expects to promote it into the production environment on or about March 21st.

If there are any questions please let us know. Thanks.

File name and path.

XXX/Prod/OUT/yyymdd.RP94D576.TPL.REPORT.TXT